MRD-190a (2.3.3.a) Estimate the area of surface sample collected by the TAGSAM Head
surface-contact pads before Earth Return
MRD-380 (2.4.7) Image the sample collection event
MRD-586 (2.3.4) OSIRIS-REx shall detect particles protruding 5mm or more from the
TAGSAM Head contact surface with a signal-to-noise ratio not less than 100 at a range of
2.1 +/- 0.1m
Overview
One of the major objectives of the OSIRIS-Rex mission is to collect a pristine sample of RQ36
regolith and document the texture & morphology of the regolith at the sample site at sub-cm
scales. The images of the sample site taken during the sample collection process will aid in
providing context imaging, document the sampling process and verify the sample was
successfully collected. Images of the TAGSAM head surface contact pads will be taken prior to
stowing the TAGSAM head in the Sample Return Capsule (SRC). The sample site images and
the image of the TAGSAM head will be used to verify that the sample was collected and to
estimate the amount of material collected from the surface of RQ36.
Process Overview
Sample site characterization imaging and Sample Acquisition documentation will take place
during the TAG Rehearsals and Sample Collection Phases of the mission using the OCAMS
SamCam and MapCam with the panchromatic filters (see Table 2). The purpose of these
activities will be to obtain images that can be used to characterize the sample site and to
document and verify sample acquisition. Note that the nominal mission plan calls for a single
TAG event, however if the first TAG event fails to collect a sample, up to 2 additional TAG
events with associated rehearsals can be executed.
Table 2: Campaigns Contributing to Sample Acquisition and Verification

Instrument Capabilities
MapCam and SamCam will be used to produce the sample acquisition and verification data
products. MapCam is a 121-mm, F/3.3 refractor with a 5.3° field of view. The MapCam filter
wheel includes a diopter that will allow in-focus images to be obtained at 30-m ±1-m. We

currently have no requirement to take color images during the TAG rehearsal or the TAG event,
however MapCam is able to take color images as close as 125-m from the surface of RQ36.
Color images with MapCam are not possible at 30-m because the diopter that allows us to focus
at this range resides in the filter wheel. The SamCam is an F/5.6 refractor with a 21° field of
view. SamCam has been optimized to collect images at a range of 30 to 3 meters with cm
resolution. SamCam also includes a diopter that allows in-focus images to be taken in the range
of 6-3m with sub-cm resolution.
Expected Data Return by Mission Phase
Table 3: Characteristics of the Data Acquired for Sample Acquisition and Verification

Figure 1: Resolution of Images at Various Distances to the Surface

In the current DRM baseline three TAG Rehearsals will be performed prior to the Sample
Collection Phase of the mission. Each TAG Rehearsal will start with the spacecraft in the SafeHome orbit at a 1.0-km radius. The spacecraft will approach the sample site from the illuminated
side of RQ36, contacting the afternoon surface. The exposure times of the images will range
from 30 to 125 milliseconds depending on the relative motion and degree of image blur and
depending on the incidence angle which is expected to range from 60-80°. The resulting images
will be used to verify the particle and rock size-frequency distributions of the sample site
determined during the Orbital B and Reconnaissance phases of the mission. In the Sample
Collection phase of the mission MapCam and SamCam images will be collected during the TAG
event and of the TAGSAM head prior to stowing the sample in the Sample Return Capsule
(SRC). The following is a listing of the data that will be collected during each step of the TAG
Rehearsal and the Sample Collection events.
Table 4: Data Availability and Analysis Due Dates

Figure 2: Deorbit and Approach for Rehearsals 1-3

Check Point: In the first TAG Rehearsal a maneuver will be performed that will send the
spacecraft to a position 125-m above the surface of RQ36 designated the Check Point. MapCam
images will be acquired once every 10 seconds during the transition from Safe-Home orbit to the
Check Point. These images will be used primarily for verifying the spacecraft trajectory, but can
also be used for additional characterization of the sample site.
·
Match Point: During the second TAG rehearsal the spacecraft will return to the Check Point
and take MapCam data. The spacecraft will continue on to the Match Point 30-m above the
surface of RQ36. The MapCam diopter will be inserted during the maneuver from the Check
Point to the Match Point. SamCam images will be taken once every 10 seconds starting at the
Check Point through the arrival at the Match Point. The SamCam images will be used to further
verify and refine the size-frequency distributions determined for the sample site during the
Orbital B and Reconnaissance phases of the mission.
·
Rotation Matching: The third TAG rehearsal will repeat all the maneuvers and images taken
during the second TAG rehearsal with an additional Match Point maneuver that matches the
spacecraft speed to the surface rotation. The Match Point maneuver will end just as the
spacecraft arrives at the Match Point. Once at the Match Point a MapCam image will be taken
every 5 seconds for 30 seconds. The MapCam diopter, which was inserted during the maneuver
from the Check Point to the Match Point, allows for in-focus images to be taken with MapCam at
the Match Point. A SamCam image will be taken before and after the MapCam images. These
images will be used primarily for verifying the spacecraft trajectory, but like the MapCam
images from the Check Point, they can also be used for additional characterization of the sample
site, as well as context imaging.
·
TAG Event: During the TAG event the spacecraft will follow the trajectory rehearsed in the
TAG rehearsals. SamCam will take 3 images every 5 seconds starting at the Match Point until 5
seconds after the TAG event. SamCam will resume taking 1 image every 10 seconds at 5
seconds after the TAG event through 3 minutes after the TAG event. The DRM outlines an
alternate data acquisition strategy for SamCam where images are taken 1 image every 10 seconds
starting from the Check Point through the Match Point then switching to the higher rate of 3
images every 5 seconds at 5-m above the surface of RQ36. We note that the timing of this data
acquisition strategy is tricky and the strategy we outline, taking 3 images every 5 seconds
starting at the Match Point is simpler to implement in operations.
·
TAGSAM Head Images: Sample Acquisition is verified by measuring the spacecraft inertia,
analyzing the SamCam images taken during the sample event and by taking SamCam images of
the TAGSAM head prior to stowing the TAGSAM head in the SRC. Three series of images will
be taken of the TAGSAM head at 3 different sun angles. Each series of images will include 5
images of the TAGSAM head top, 5 images of the TAGSAM head side and 5 images taken
every 15° starting at the TAGSAM head side through to the bottom of the TAGSAM head.
Figure 3: Sample Collection Timeline

Ground System Observation Planning Capabilities and Resources
An observation planning tool is required that displays a current shape model of the asteroid,
ingests predicted S/C trajectories and attitudes through SPICE kernels, allows the construction
and/or input of image sequences and then plots and/or overlays the projected field of view
outlines on the simulated asteroid target. The user should be able to adjust the sequence
schedule and identify conflicts with other instrument observations or S/C resources. The
planning tool should include an estimate of the on-board processing time as well as the time to
downlink, given planned or budgeted downlink schedules.
Data Processing Products and Timeline
The following input products are required to close out the requirements:
a. Reduced (post-pipeline level 2) disk-resolved OCAMS MapCam and SamCam data from all 3
TAG rehearsals and the TAG event. The OCAMS SamCam data of the TAGSAM head prior to
stowing the head in the SRC. The most up-to-date shape model and a reconstructed SPICE
delivery will be needed to properly geo-reference all images of the surface of RQ36.

b. Images, image mosaics and local maps of the sample site from previous mission phases, the
TAG rehearsals, TAG event, and the checks of the TAGSAM head prior to stowing the head in
the SRC.

c.

A movie of the TAG event documenting the sample collection.

d.

An estimate of the size of the surface sample collected.

The following data products will be available to us. (Table 5.)
Table 5: Data Products Available for Sample Acquisition and Verification Analysis. Negative
Analysis Periods refer to data planned to be acquired after time needed for nominal decision tree;
such data would be used in the decision tree in a backup-capacity during a recovery scenario for
off-nominal design reference mission.

Based on the deadlines listed above for the labeled gates, we have identified when in the Design
Reference Mission (DRM) we will have what we need to close out these science requirements.
Maps and image mosaics from previous mission phases will be available prior to the start of the
TAG rehearsals.
What will happen once data is available:
All OCAMS images taken during the TAG Rehearsals, TAG event and TAGSAM check prior to
stowing the head will be processed through flat fielding, cosmetic correction, geometric and
radiometric correction.
From each of the TAG rehearsals the MapCam and SamCam images will be mosaicked to
produce maps of the asteroid surface at the sample site. Previously identified features > 5-cm
will be masked out on the TAG rehearsal maps using maps of the sample site created during the
Orbital B and the Reconnaissance phases of the mission. The TAG rehearsal maps will be
visually inspected and areas on the maps that contain unresolved material will be marked and
cataloged using an interactive display tool. Areas on the maps that contain resolved material <
5-cm in diameter will be identified and cataloged. A subset of the areas containing resolved < 5-

cm material will be analyzed by counting and cataloging the pebbles and grains in theses area
and calculating a size-frequency distribution for these areas. We will compare the size
frequency-distributions and the TAG rehearsal maps with the size frequency-distributions and
the local maps from the Orbital B and Reconnaissance imaging campaigns to test whether our
analyses of the surface composition and estimates of regolith size are accurate. In particular we
wish to ensure that there is not a sudden drop-off in regolith materials that are 2-cm or less in
size and to also get an idea of the shapes of material components, i.e. are the pebbles and grains
round or symmetrical in shape? Is some portion of the material oblong? Are there irregularly
shaped pieces of material? This information will be used in assessing probability of sampling
success and will assist in assessing likelihood that sample was collected.
All SamCam images taken during the TAG event will be co-registered photometrically corrected
and then sequenced to create a movie that will document the sample collection.
SamCam images just prior to sample collection and just after sample collection will be compared
and measurements of the disturbed surface of RQ36 will be made to determine an estimate of the
volume of the collected sample.
Images of the sample head will be examined to ensure that there is no obstruction on the sample
head that will prevent stowing the sample head in the SRC and to look for evidence of asteroid
material in the sample head.
The contact surface pad images will be examined to look for particles collected by the pads and
the images will be analyzed by counting the particles on the pads.
Time required to process the data:
Calibrated images taken for each TAG rehearsal, the TAG event and the TAGSAM head checks
as well as image mosaics from the TAG rehearsals will be available within 1 day of acquiring the
data.
Size frequency-distribution analyses (boulders, cobbles, pebbles, and grains) of selected areas of
the TAG rehearsal image mosaics will be available 1 week after each TAG rehearsal.
The movie documenting the TAG event during sample collection will be available within 1 week
of the TAG event.
The estimate of the size of the collected surface sample and a check for obstructions on the
TAGSAM head that would prevent the SRC from closing will be available within 2 days of the
TAG event.
Analysis and verification methods:
Post-pipeline level 2 image data will be assessed using standard data quality checks. Image
mosaics from the TAG rehearsals and the movie documenting the TAG event will be assessed
visually to ensure the images are aligned smoothly at the image boundaries.

Size-frequency distribution analysis from the TAG rehearsal images will be compared with the
size-frequency distribution analysis of the sample site performed during the Orbital B and
Reconnaissance phases of the mission.
Software
Image data and Image mosaics are processed and created with a software package capable of
image processing such as IDL.
The software to identify features on the images will need to display images on a user’s computer
screen, with the ability to adjust magnification and brightness/contrast, and mark feature
locations, aspect ratios, and other key morphological features. The software would be very
similar to the tool developed for feature identification in the global imaging campaign.
Software to analyze the sample sites will also need to display image mosaics on a user’s
computer screen, with the ability to adjust magnification and brightness/contrast, and mark
candidate site locations, rock features (cobbles, pebbles, and grains), aspect ratios, and other key
morphological features. This tool could be a specially built tool created in IDL or some other
image processing package.
Summary and Conclusions
The sample acquisition and verification images will be assembled to produce a movie of the
sample collection TAG event and generate image mosaics of the sample site at sub-cm resolution
that will aid in characterization of the sample site. These images along with images of the
TAGSAM head after sample collection will help us to verify that sufficient material was
collected during the TAG event and help us estimate how much material was collected. We
estimate that verification of sample acquisition will occur 8 days after downlink of data.

L2 Science Requirement Verification and Validation:
MRD- 190, 380, 586

This document presents the response to the verification and validation checklist for
pre-launch requirement verification close-out for requirements 190, 380 and 586
These three requirements are:
MRD- 190: OSIRIS-REx shall estimate the area of surface sample collected by the
TAGSAM Sampler Head surface-contact pads
MRD- 380: OSIRIS-REx shall image the sample collection event
MRD- 586: OSIRIS-REx shall detect particles protruding 5mm or more from the
TAGSAM Head contact surface with a signal-to-noise ratio not less than 100 at a range
of 2.1 ± 0.1 m.

MRD 190

This section responds to the V&V checklist to verify requirement MRD-190.

Summary of the Requirement

Concise Statement of the Requirement
The requirement is stated above.
Brief overview of the approach to verify the requirement
During flight, the data product is derived by comparing images acquired during
the so-called Glint Test Calibration, which occurs before the sampling
campaign, with images acquired during the post-sampling TAGSAM head
imaging campaign and identifying areas in which differences in morphology
indicate that a successful surface sampling is evident. Varying illumination
angles in such images is important in order to make the assessment. These
areas are outlined. The area of the outlined areas is estimated and compared to
the requirement.
To verify the requirement, simulated images from relevant ATLO tests and other
simulated images of the contact pad sampling material are examined under
different lighting geometries and shown to have sufficient resolution and detail
to allow such a comparison as the above.

Data Products Required
List of required data for input and resulting output of the process
During flight, at least 2 SamCam post-sampling images of the bottom of the
sample head acquired at two different illumination angles—one shallow and one
steep—during the post-sampling campaign and at least 2 SamCam comparable
images with an identical illumination geometry recorded before sampling are
required to generate the data product that satisfies the requirement.
For verification, simulated images were generated in 2 ATLO tests of the
TAGSAM arm and resulting SamCam imaging campaign. Images were also
acquired of the contact pad material.
Dependencies on input data—other processes, external/internal interfaces
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The illumination angles for the relevant SamCam images depend upon 3
conditions: 1) the spacecraft’s ability to position its sampling arm to position
the head at a range of 2.1 m± 0.2 m from the SamCam entrance pupil (located
0.1 m off of the science deck) 2) the S/C’s ability to orient the head to several
different angles and 3) the S/C’s ability to orient itself to the proper position
relative to the Sun. In the appropriate TAGSAM arm position, the camera filter’s
optical configuration has a generous depth of field, but the visibility of the full
bottom surface of the TAGSAM is somewhat hindered and dependent upon
proper positioning within the correct three-dimensional box. However, there is
significant margin because of the number of contact pads (24) and the
assumption underlying this observation that the sample site region regolith is
uniform in composition and distribution. Simulated TAGSAM head images are
shown in Figures 1, 2, 7, 8 and 9.

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations
S/C pointing navigation and timing performance
This measurement does not require the S/C to target a specific asteroid
location, only a specific orientation relative to the Sun. Given that probable
absolute errors in pointing are expressed in quantities as low as fractions of a
mrad while required pointing uncertainties are closer to 50-100 mrad, pointing
navigation is a non-issue. S/C timing performance also has large margins
because images are acquired while stationary in space.
Sensor performance
SamCam has sufficient optical and radiometric performance to accomplish the
measurements, by many multiples. Because of the stationary nature of the
target long exposure times (at least a second) while incurring no motion blur.
Dynamic range required is 20-50, while the sensor’s actual working dynamic
range is closer to several million. Sensitivity required is close to several tenths
of W m-2 sr-1 while SamCam’s actual sensitivity floor is closer to one-hundredth
of that.
Data quality, quantity and rate requirements
At least 2 SamCam post-sampling images of the bottom of the sample head
acquired at two different illumination angles—one approaching 0° and one
around 60°—are needed to satisfy this requirement. The images can be
acquired over a period marked by hours.
Algorithm/software processing gains and considerations
Important to this data’s image processing is convenient contrast stretching and
on-image marking and delineation.

Minimum Success Criteria

Detail the minimum amount of data over a given time period required to
meet threshold objectives
See previous section under ‘Data quality…’

Dependencies per Mission Phase

Physical constraints (e.g. range to Bennu and off attitude pointing)
This measurement requires an illumination geometry that allows a specular
reflection from at least some of the contact pads into the SamCam field. Given
the wide range of angles available to the Sample Head around an axis parallel to
the wrist and given the ability to take up hundreds of different attitudes relative
to the Sun, this should present little difficulty.
Communication timelines for downlink
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The data should be downloaded within 3 days.
Processing turn- around timelines
The data should be examined and processed within 3 days

Adequacy of the DRM

Identify discrepancies between expected/required mission profile and
profile detailed by DRM rev C
This observation campaign has been adequately described and specified in the
DRM Rev C.

Data Products per Mission Phase

Detail the timing and generation of raw and processed data throughout the
mission profile
Measurements are made during the glint test calibration of the bottom of the
sampling canister before sampling and the same measurements are made after
sampling. The images are compared.

Overview of Processing

Summary of software tools and techniques used to verify requirement
The image tools currently specified for this processing are custom routines
written in IDL (fl, {name of histogram area-computing routine}). Similar routines
ported to Matlab, Fortran, OpenCV or other processing platforms would no
doubt work equally well.
Current status of software (e.g. in development, in testing, prior use)
Several IDL routines have been written that would either be used directly or
serve as the immediate template for custom routines of the kind described
above under ‘Summary…'. They were employed in a simulation estimating the
contact area of the pads themselves and comparing them to the known area.
The analysis successfully computed the area of the pads using only image
processing to within an error of less than 4%.
Simplified flowchart of analysis workflow
Figure 10 presents the flowchart for a simulated analysis of the contact pad
surface area measurement.

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques

Describe the history and utility of the selected software packages for
verifying the requirement
These algorithms combine those that have been written in IDL explicitly for this
specific processing and general algorithms written for general image
processing.
Prior use, references and versioning
These algorithms were created for this program.

Expected Results/Simulated Data

Provide analytical and simulated results that demonstrate the ability to
verify the requirement to the necessary fidelity/uncertainty
The correct contact pad area, based on mechanical dimensions and as a ratio of
the total area of the TAGSAM head bottom plate contact surface, is 14.63%
(10.60 sq. in. vs. 72.45 sq. in.). Based on the histogram-aided analysis outlined
above, the measured ratio is 14.1%, less than 4% area.

Analysis and Verification Methods

Detail the methods used and their applicability in ensuring the statistical
significance of the underlying data and resulting solutions in verifying the
requirement
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The methods identify pixel region and areas as having changed from control
images and sum the area.

Existing or Potential Liens

Identify any known liens that will degrade the solution or preclude success
No known liens work against the satisfying of this requirement.
Identify potential system deficiencies that would preclude success
No known system deficiencies work against the success of this requirement’s
fulfillment.

SPOC Requirements

List expected SPOC processes (e.g. archive, retrieve, etc.)
Expected SPOC processes are already in place and have been tested, including
the implementation of the L1 and L2 pipelines, outputting FITS images into a
readily accessible database repository. This system has been successfully tested
by the analyst.
Review and link to applicable SPOC ICD’s
SPOC to OCAMS Interface Control Document UA-ICD-9.4.4-1002, Rev_0.2
Provide simplified flowchart
N/A

External Interfaces

Detail any external interfaces, link to ICDs, agreements of service and/or
collaboration
N/A
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MRD 380

This section responds to the V&V checklist to verify requirement MRD-190.

Summary of the Requirement

Concise Statement of the Requirement
OSIRIS-REx shall image the sample collection event.
Brief overview of the approach to verify the requirement
This data product is a standard product of the OCAMS and SamCam systems,
which were built to satisfy the instrument allocation of 59 OSIRIS-REx
requirements. The images do not even need to be run through the pipeline, but
can be used in their L0 form and still satisfy the requirement.

Data Products Required

List of required data for input and resulting output of the process
Some 70-130 SamCam images acquired between Matchpoint + 2 minutes and
TAG + 10 seconds.
Dependencies on input data—other processes, external/internal interfaces
None.

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations

S/C pointing navigation and timing performance
The S/C is guided to the surface using one of GN&C LIDAR or NFT and the
orientation of the S/C relative to the surface is one of the controlled and tested
characteristics of the OREx mission.
Sensor performance
The SamCam radiometric and optical performance during the TAG imaging
observations was a driving requirement and SamCam passed all of its
performance requirements with generous margin.
Data quality, quantity and rate requirements
The images are 1k by 1k, taken at a peak rate of 3 images every 5 seconds
(actual performance is closer to 4 images every 5 seconds).
Algorithm/software processing gains and considerations
Requires only standard pipeline processing (L1 or L2) or no processing (raw, L0)

Minimum Success Criteria

Detail the minimum amount of data over a given time period required to
meet threshold objectives
70-130 images over a period of around 5 minutes around TAG.

Dependencies per Mission Phase

Physical constraints (e.g. range to Bennu and off attitude pointing)
Range to surface 3-30 m, nadir-pointed.
Communication timelines for downlink
0-2 days post-TAG (currently 10/12-14/2019)
Processing turn- around timelines
1 day

Adequacy of the DRM

Identify discrepancies between expected/required mission profile and
profile detailed by DRM rev C
None

Data Products per Mission Phase

Detail the timing and generation of raw and processed data throughout the
mission profile
Data generated during TAGSAM sampling campaign, 10/12-14/2019.
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Overview of Processing
Summary of software tools and techniques used to verify requirement
Pipeline or IDL procedure fr_v4v.pro; JPGVideo; Video Converter
Current status of software (e.g. in development, in testing, prior use)
All software available and tested.
Simplified flowchart of analysis workflow
Figure 11 presents the flowchart for the TAG image processing, include video
generation.

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques

Describe the history and utility of the selected software packages for
verifying the requirement
This set of routines has been used for ground processing of EMI/EMC data and
more than a dozen ATLO tests, converting each of them into movies. Movie
examples are available upon request.
Prior use, references and versioning
The frames procedures (used to generate movie frames) is in version 4v.

Expected Results/Simulated Data

Provide analytical and simulated results that demonstrate the ability to
verify the requirement to the necessary fidelity/uncertainty
Refer to 5.1.9 Integration and Test/Test Results/Movies for examples of
animations formed by the amalgamation of still sequences. Figures 12-15 show
examples of frames from ATLO testing.

Analysis and Verification Methods

Detail the methods used and their applicability in ensuring the statistical
significance of the underlying data and resulting solutions in verifying the
requirement
N/A.

Existing or Potential Liens

Identify any known liens that will degrade the solution or preclude success
No known liens degrade this solution.
Identify potential system deficiencies that would preclude success
No system deficiencies preclude success.

SPOC Requirements

List expected SPOC processes (e.g. archive, retrieve, etc.)
Expected SPOC processes are already in place and have been tested, including
the implementation of the L1 and L2 pipelines, outputting FITS images into a
readily accessible database repository. This system has been successfully tested
by the analyst.
Review and link to applicable SPOC ICD’s
SPOC to OCAMS Interface Control Document UA-ICD-9.4.4-1002, Rev_0.2
Provide simplified flowchart
N/A

External Interfaces

Detail any external interfaces, link to ICDs, agreements of service and/or
collaboration
N/A
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MRD 586

This section responds to the V&V checklist to verify requirement MRD-586.

Summary of the Requirement

Concise Statement of the Requirement
OSIRIS-REx shall detect particles protruding 5mm or more from the TAGSAM
Head contact surface with a signal-to-noise ratio not less than 100 at a range of
2.1 ± 0.1 m
Brief overview of the approach to verify the requirement
Detection of grains clinging to the TAGSAM contact surface is simulated by
demonstrating the ability to detect the holes perforating the sides of the
TAGSAM head, which are 4 mm in diameter.

Data Products Required

List of required data for input and resulting output of the process
Required flight data products consist of TAGSAM contact surface SamCam
diopter images (Filter 2) from at least 2 different illumination angles.
Dependencies on input data—other processes, external/internal interfaces
No other data is required.

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations

S/C pointing navigation and timing performance
This measurement does not require the S/C to target a specific asteroid
location, only a specific orientation relative to the Sun. Given that probable
absolute errors in pointing are expressed in quantities as low as fractions of a
mrad while required pointing uncertainties are closer to 50-100 mrad, pointing
navigation is a non-issue. S/C timing performance also has large margins
because images are acquired while stationary in space.
Sensor performance
SamCam has sufficient optical and radiometric performance to accomplish the
measurements, by many multiples. Because of the stationary nature of the
target long exposure times (at least a second) while incurring no motion blur.
Dynamic range required is 20-50, while the sensor’s actual working dynamic
range is closer to several million. Sensitivity required is close to several tenths
of W m-2 sr-1 while SamCam’s actual sensitivity floor is closer to one-hundredth
of that
Data quality, quantity and rate requirements
At least 2 SamCam post-sampling images of the bottom of the sample head
acquired at two different illumination angles—one approaching 0° and one
around 60°—are needed to satisfy this requirement. The images can be
acquired over a period marked by hours
Algorithm/software processing gains and considerations
Important to this data’s image processing is convenient contrast stretching.

Minimum Success Criteria

Detail the minimum amount of data over a given time period required to
meet threshold objectives
SamCam images must be able to detect all protrusions that would prevent the
TAGSAM head from being inserted into the Sample Return Capsule.

Dependencies per Mission Phase

Physical constraints (e.g. range to Bennu and off attitude pointing)
This measurement requires an illumination geometry that allows a specular
reflection from at least some of the contact pads into the SamCam field. Given
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the wide range of angles available to the Sample Head around an axis parallel to
the wrist and given the ability to take up hundreds of different attitudes relative
to the Sun, this should present little difficulty.
Communication timelines for downlink
The data should be downloaded within 3 days
Processing turn- around timelines
The data should be examined and processed within 3 days

Adequacy of the DRM

Identify discrepancies between expected/required mission profile and
profile detailed by DRM rev C
This observation campaign has been adequately described and specified in the
DRM Rev C

Data Products per Mission Phase

Detail the timing and generation of raw and processed data throughout the
mission profile
Measurements are made during the glint test calibration of the bottom of the
sampling canister before sampling and the same measurements are made after
sampling. The images are compared.

Overview of Processing

Summary of software tools and techniques used to verify requirement
The image tools currently specified for this processing are custom routines
written in IDL (fl, {name of histogram area-computing routine}). Similar routines
ported to Matlab, Fortran, OpenCV or other processing platforms would no
doubt work equally well.
Current status of software (e.g. in development, in testing, prior use)
Several IDL routines have been written that would either be used directly or
serve as the immediate template for custom routines of the kind described
above under ‘Summary…'. They were employed demonstrating the ability to
detect the perforating holes in the side of the TAGSAM head, which allow egress
of nitrogen gas during the process of sample collection.
Simplified flowchart of analysis workflow
Figure 15 presents the flowchart for a simulated analysis of protruding particle
detection.

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques

Describe the history and utility of the selected software packages for
verifying the requirement
These algorithms combine those that have been written in IDL explicitly for this
specific processing and general algorithms written for general image
processing.
Prior use, references and versioning
These algorithms were created for this program.

Expected Results/Simulated Data

Provide analytical and simulated results that demonstrate the ability to
verify the requirement to the necessary fidelity/uncertainty
In the images in Figures 12, 13, 14, the holes on the side of the TAGSAM head
are clearly seen, demonstrating the system’s ability to detect a 4mm feature of
average contrast. The same system is used in the attempt to detect 5 mm
particles adhering to the contact surface.
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Analysis and Verification Methods
Detail the methods used and their applicability in ensuring the statistical
significance of the underlying data and resulting solutions in verifying the
requirement
Methods identify areas of reflectance different from the reflectance of two
distinct areas of the contact surface—the plate and the surface sample pads.
Their distinct reflectances, in addition to the possibility that particles may have
reflectances that are different or nearly identical to these distinct reflectances,
inform two different particle detection approaches: detecting the grains by
contrast stretching an image that records the contact surface at a relatively low
phase angle (closer to the surface normal) and 2) detecting the grains by
contrast stretching an image that records the surface at a very high phase angle
(the rays of light more parallel to the surface) allowing the protruding grains to
be detected in silhouette against a different background, one that would provide
more contrast.

Existing or Potential Liens

Identify any known liens that will degrade the solution or preclude success
No known liens work against the satisfying of this requirement.
Identify potential system deficiencies that would preclude success
No known system deficiencies work against the success of this requirement’s
fulfillment.

SPOC Requirements

List expected SPOC processes (e.g. archive, retrieve, etc.)
Expected SPOC processes are already in place and have been tested, including
the implementation of the L1 and L2 pipelines, outputting FITS images into a
readily accessible database repository. This system has been successfully tested
by the analyst.
Review and link to applicable SPOC ICD’s
SPOC to OCAMS Interface Control Document UA-ICD-9.4.4-1002, Rev_0.2
Provide simplified flowchart
N/A

External Interfaces

Detail any external interfaces, link to ICDs, agreements of service and/or
collaboration
N/A
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Figures
Figure 1 SamCam Image of TAGSAM head mechanism acquired during ATLO SARA
Functional Test of September 19, 2015 at LMSSC. High bay lighting is more diffuse
than the anticipated flight-like illumination as well as the lighting conditions during
later SARA Functional Test on March 18, 2016. The canister is tilted at angle of 30°
from horizontal, where the bottom plate is aligned with the wrist and arm.................12
Figure 2 SamCam Image of TAGSAM head mechanism acquired during ATLO SARA
Functional Test of September 19, 2015 at LMSSC. High bay lighting is more diffuse
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Figure 1 SamCam Image of TAGSAM head mechanism acquired during ATLO
SARA Functional Test of September 19, 2015 at LMSSC. High bay lighting is more
diffuse than the anticipated flight- like illumination as well as the lighting
conditions during later SARA Functional Test on March 18, 2016. The canister is
tilted at angle of 30° from horizontal, where the bottom plate is aligned with the
wrist and arm.
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Figure 2 SamCam Image of TAGSAM head mechanism acquired during ATLO
SARA Functional Test of September 19, 2015 at LMSSC. High bay lighting is more
diffuse than the anticipated flight- like illumination and the lighting conditions
during later SARA Functional Test on March 18, 2016. The canister is tilted at
angle of 0° from horizontal; the bottom plate is aligned with the wrist and arm.
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Figure 3 Sample of crushable material used to occupy the contact pad sampling
areas.
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20160122_091830
Figure 4 Image of contact pad material in lighting and range conditions similar to
those anticipated in flight (Image 20160122_091830).
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Figure 5 Zoom of image 4.
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Figure 6 Zoom of image 5.
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Figure 7 SamCam Image of TAGSAM head mechanism acquired during ATLO
SARA Functional Test of March 18, 2016 at LMSSC. High bay lighting produced
by high- intensity solar- simulating lamps shining from upper right in a more
flight- like configuration than September 2015, but still not completely accurate.
Actual conditions in- flight will allow for greater specular reflectance from the
metallic grooved ridges of the contact pad sample material. The canister is tilted
at angle of 0° from horizontal, leaving bottom plate aligned to the wrist and arm.
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Figure 8 a, b, c Zoom of Image in Figure 7 at 3 different contrast stretches; each
stretch allows a somewhat different contact pad morphology to be revealed. The
ridges are about 4mm and 5 pixels apart. Each contact disk is about 16mm and
20 pixels wide. Evidence of contact pad sample collection will be ascertained by
comparing similar images before and after sampling (Image 1118058).
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Figure 9a, b, c. Detail of Image in Figure 7 for set of 6 contact pads at 3 different
contrast stretches; each stretch allows a somewhat different contact pad
morphology to be revealed.
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Figure 10 Flowchart of MRD- 190 Processing
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Figure 11 Flowchart of MRD- 380 Processing
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Figure 12 A close- up of Figure 1, showing the 4mm holes protecting the TAGSAM
screen and allowing egress of the nitrogen gas that is used to mobilize Bennu’s
regolith at the sample site during sample collection. These holes subtend 24
total pixels in the original image and are clearly seen. This image recorded
during the SARA Functional test of September 19, 2015.
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Figure 13 Another image similar Figs. 1 and 12, but with the more realistic
lighting geometry of the SARA Functional test of March 18, 2016. If anything the
screen holes are even more visible. The TAGSAM head orientation shown in the
image is more favorable to detecting the screen holes by contrast and particles
protruding from the contact surface by silhouette, or contrast against a different
background.
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Figure 14 Also from the test of March 16, 2016, this orientation geometry is
more favorable to detecting protruding particles in silhouette. The dark backdrop
simulates the black of space.
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Figure 15 MRD- 586 Processing Flowchart
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